
Form Time 1
Our World: politics, people & key news



Thank you to all of you who brought in donations for our local foodbank.

Thank you to all of you who put money into the collection for our non-uniform day last Friday.

Small gestures, but reflective of a kind heart and a desire to help others who are less fortunate than ourselves – so well done.

Let’s keep up our small acts of kindness as we move towards the end of term:

 Noticing that person who looks lonely

 Paying someone a nice compliment

 Lending a helping hand in some way

 Holding the door open for someone

Click on this to see our Role Model of the Week

Theme of the week: the power of little acts of personal kindness 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uFPyGGwsWdI


Key People in the World
Let me introduce you to: Sidiq Khan

From his earliest years, Khan worked: "I was surrounded by my mum and dad 

working all the time, so as soon as I could get a job, I got a job. I got a paper round, 

a Saturday job—some summers I laboured on a building site.’’ The family continues 

to send money to relatives in Pakistan, "because we're blessed being in this 

country." 

Click here to watch his recent message to President Trump

Key Facts

• Born in London to a working class British Pakistani family.

• Became a Lawyer and then went into politics.

• Labour Party MP for Tooting from 2005-2016

• Lord Mayor of London since 2016

• Hates Donald Trump and regularly has arguments with him via social media!

Key qualities

Believes in fairness and equality for all

Believes in hard work and effort

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=W9zEnCHWz9I


Every week, we hear more positive news about people and organisations stepping up to look after the 
environment.

Click on the video below for another positive story.

Click here

Our Planet and Environment

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6Rk50yv_Qto


News Event of the Week: Mass Protests in Hong Kong

See next slide for more details



Background

Hong Kong is one of the most densely populated places on earth – its 7.4 million inhabitants live in just 426 square miles of land.

Hong Kong was a British colony from 1842- 1997, when sovereignty over the territory was handed back to China.

It was renamed officially as the Hong Kong Special Administrative Region of the People’s Republic of China.

Although ‘belonging’ to ChIna, Hong Kong was allowed to retain governing and economic systems which are separate from those in mainland China. This means 
it has a degree of autonomy and people there tend to identify as’ Hong Kongers’ rather than Chinese.

However, China appears to be flexing its muscles and trying to gain more direct control over Hong Kong, This has been opposed by Hong Kongers who value 
their freedom and autonomy.

The recent attempt by China to introduce an Extradition Bill, which would allow suspects to be sent for trial in China, has sparked the biggest street protests in 
the history of Hong Kong, These protests have been very violent and are ongoing.

Click on this video

News Event of the Week: Mass Protests in Hong Kong

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wgm6zut1RdM


Update on Brexit

The result will be announced on 22 July.

Once the new Prime Minister is in 10 

Downing Street, the next steps around 

Brexit can be planned – everything is 

on hold until then.

Click here to learn the 
latest about both 
candidates

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FGqVYvl8ocg


Form Time 2
Our World: art and culture



Our Photograph of the Week: What is it?



The photograph is a picture of a corn field in Halback, Germany.

The image shows the moments after a large bomb exploded, pushing up the soil and causing a 
massive crater.

The picture was taken by a remote drone camera.

The bomb was from the Second World War, and had lain hidden beneath the surface all these 
years, until it was discovered and a controlled explosion carried out by the military.

Our Photograph of the Week



The sculpture overleaf is called Puppy.

It is the sculpture of a West Highland Terrier dog (see picture) and sits outside the famous Guggenheim 
Museum in Bilbao, Spain.

It is made entirely out of flowers – as a result, the sculpture is constantly growing and changing shape!

See what you think.

Our Sculpture of the Week





Our Artist of the Week









Modern balloons use …as fuel


